I propose that by using EPR-entangled particles and by employing a double-double-slit apparatus described herein, one could transmit information superluminally.
Some basic results
Consider a standard pair of EPR-entangled particles (correlated position and momentum values) with a joint wavefunction:
Where orthonormal basis {|φ z } is indexed by some continuous parameter z, |φ z = +∞ −∞ x|φ z |x dx, and we have used |x * = |x . Suppose a measurement operatorẐ with eigenstates |φ z is used on the system; it should be apparent that when one measures particle 1 to be in state |φ z it can be immediately determined that particle 2 is in the state |φ * z . Now let us assume that particle 1 interacts with a time-reversal invariant Hamiltonion (Ĥ) with scattering matrixŜ = e −ιĤt . Further, let particle 2 be subjected to a scattering process with matrixŜ * . Now after both particles have been scattered, let measurementÔ = o|Θ Θ| be made upon particle 1 and O * = o(|Θ Θ|) * be made upon particle 2. The time evolution of our joint wavefunction should go as:
And it should be apparent that if we make the measurementÔ on particle 1 andÔ * on particle 2 at some time t, we are guaranteed to get the same result for o (where again, o is from the spectral decomposition ofÔ andÔ * ).
To summarize, this means that particle 1 and particle 2 will perform the same dynamics on their respective scattering potentials. For example, if we dealt with photons, and particle 1 managed to pass through a filter at time t, we would be guaranteed that particle 2 would also pass through the same filter at time t.
For the curious, a more complete discussion of the above result is given in quant-ph/0009115 by Lloyd, Shapiro, and Wong.
Double-double slit proposal
Now consider the following situation: We have the standard two-EPR particle scenario described above. As usual, particles start at the origin and propagate in opposite directions. Now, after the particles have traveled for some distance, let each of them encounter a double-slit and afterward, a detection screen. To be clear, so far we have introduced two separate double-slits (call them A & B) and two separate detection screens. Further, let us assume that these two double-slits are very similar; so much so that their scattering matricies can be considered conjugates of one another. Now, of course, left to themselves, both detection screens should exhibit the classic interference effect. Now however, take one of the double-slits (lets take A) and put a small, unit-efficiency quantum detector immediately behind A's left slit. Let us be clear that the detector is directly behind A's left slit and therefore well in front of the screen. In fact, let the detector be so close to the slit that if we ever get a hit, we can say with a high degree of certainty which path the particle took. This should (of course) destroy the interference pattern on the detection screen behind double-slit A since we now have whichpath information for A . But consider our results derived above ... since the scattering potentials of A & B double-slits are conjugates, when the particles encounter their respective double-slits, their paths will be correlated . In other words if one particle uses the left-slit path of A, the other must use the left-slit path of B, etc. In terms of our formalism, let us measureÔ where, in this case, o could be 1 if the left-slit path in A was used and 0 if the right-slit path was used. Note that theÔ-operator projectors |Θ Θ| would be changed by conjugation since, in general, what is left and right changes spatially depending on in which direction one travels.
With our conditions satisfied, we see o must be the same for both EPR particles, and that the particles must have either both taken the left path or both taken the right path when they encountered their respective double-slits.
So when we put a detector behind the left slit of A, we are in essence putting a ghost-detector behind the left slit of B as well. When we get a click on our left-slit path detector at A, we localize both EPR particles to their respective left-slit paths at both A & B ... and consequently destroy both interference effects simulataneously.
Conclusion
It does not take much work to see how this could be used to perform superluminal signalling. By allowing EPR-entangled particles to propagate in an environment similar to that described above, and by sequentially destroying and preserving the interference effect, information could be transmitted. Since the interference effect is destroyed as soon as we gain knowledge of which-path information, and since we obtain which-path information for both particles instantaneously, all messages transmitted this way must be transmitted superluminally.
I welcome any remarks or questions from readers of this post and will try to respond to all mail sent to jphatter@hotmail.com promptly.
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